WHO ARE THE FELLOWS?

This Academy is presented by Superintendents and Senior School Leaders who have a history of excellence and success in serving their school districts. Take your leadership capacity to the next level as you learn from our fellows on research-based topics such as mindfulness, leading school engagement, problem solving, social emotional learning, authentic empathy, and much more!

NEW VIRTUAL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR PRINCIPALS AND SUPERINTENDENTS: TOP-CLASS EDUCATIONAL FELLOWS LEADERSHIP ACADEMY

GOALS & OBJECTIVES:

01. Connect theory to high impact practices
02. Learn from outstanding superintendents
03. Build your capacity as a leader
04. Effect change in your school today

$150 FOR ALL TOP-CLASS EDUCATIONAL FELLOW SESSIONS 36 CPE HOURS

Dr. Adrian Johnson
Reality Leadership: Real Leadership Examples to Inspire Aspiring Leaders

Dr. Delic Loyde
Successful Leadership During Times of Uncertainty

Dr. Geovanny Ponce
Strategies for Developing Leaders as Coaches

Dr. James Lynch
Putting Your Leadership Puzzle Together

Dr. James Lynch
Enriching Leadership Practices

Dr. Martha Salazar-Zamora
Continual Opportunities for Leaders to Learn
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES

FOR TEACHERS & ADMINISTRATORS:

01 Strategic Planning for Enhancing or Turning Around Schools Institute:
   5 CPE, $25

02 Engaging in Critical Dialogues Institute:
   45 CPE, $75

03 Family Engagement for PK-6th Grade Institute:
   15 CPE, $75

04 Engaging in Peer Coaching Institute:
   5 CPE, $25

05 Techniques of Mentoring and Coaching Leaders Institute:
   5 CPE, $25

06 Professional Learning Communities Institute:
   5 CPE, $25

07 Mentoring & Coaching Leadership Institute for Cultural Responsiveness
   5 CPE, $25

08 Mentoring & Coaching Leadership Institute for Highly Effective School Leaders
   5 CPE, $25

09 Mentoring & Coaching Leadership Institute for Instructional Decision-making
   5 CPE, $25

10 Tech time
   20 CPE, $45

ALL PD
$250
YOU SAVE $495 ON AN ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION
TO REGISTER AND PAY FOR ALL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT:

RECOMMENDED:
Annual Top-Class Professional Development License
(ACCESS TO ALL PD ANYTIME, ALL YEAR)
As we add new content, you will get this new PD as part of your license!

- $250 - 365 DAYS ACCESS

TOP-CLASS EDUCATIONAL FELLOWS:
- 36 CPE
- $150 FOR FULL ACADEMY

TEACHER AND ADMINISTRATOR INSTITUTES:
- ALL INSTITUTES $195
- Strategic Planning for Enhancing or Turning Around Schools Institute:
  5 CPE, $25
- Engaging in Critical Dialogues Institute:
  45 CPE, $75
- Family Engagement for PK-6th Grade Institute:
  15 CPE, $75
- Engaging in Peer Coaching Institute:
  5 CPE, $25
- Techniques of Mentoring and Coaching Leaders Institute:
  5 CPE, $25
- Professional Learning Communities Institute:
  5 CPE, $25
- Mentoring & Coaching Leadership Institute for Cultural Responsiveness
  5 CPE, $25
- Mentoring & Coaching Leadership Institute for Highly Effective School Leaders
  5 CPE, $25
- Mentoring & Coaching Leadership Institute for Instructional Decision-making
  5 CPE, $25
- Tech Time
  20 CPE, $45

REGISTRATION & CONTACT INFORMATION
FOR QUESTIONS AND MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:

Kim McIntush
Email: Top-ClassPD@tamu.edu

CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE, REGISTER & PAY